


If a commercial facility where people are able to 

gather naturally is established, 

the problem of decreasing population in rural area can be solved.

If a city with self-sufficient energy system is developed, 

we might not need to rely on Earth’s resources.

If there is a place where all people can have discussions, 

wars might disappear from this world.

These stories might sound exaggerated.  However, …

Every smile and hope are created in space.

We believe that if this world was made of one space,

what the space can do would be limitless.

Therefore,

in order to make someone's wish come true and to make the world better even a little,

we want to do anything as long as we can.

Design and construction are not the only things that create space.

We will travel anywhere to obtain everyone’s wisdom if necessary. 

By merging all the thoughts and powers from all the people involved, 

we could create what is beyond imagination.

We unleash the possibilities of the spaces around us, increase their values limitlessly, 

and make the world the space overflowing with hopes.

For a Smiling Tomorrow.
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IMAGINATION

CREATION

Commercial space producing 
that we foresee. While we are thinking of the future: City/Shop/People,

we pursue the new value of spaces.

Create beyond imagination.

We think of people

We think ahead

We create the future

Producing intangible factors

Space value creation as a preparation of 

a foundation that leads to the next generation

- Planning/consulting

Drafting to solve business problems 

at the same perspective  as clients

(MD/Marketing/Sales promotion/PR etc.)

Producing tangible factors

Space value creation as a preparation of 

an attractive structure

- Design/ Planning/Construction

- Project management

(Schedule management/Budget management etc.)

We firmly accept customers' thoughts. 

Moreover, we analyze our strength and providing value from an objective viewpoint.

We imagine the next era, and have many different thoughts about 

what commercial spaces to be required from now on.

While pursuing unprecedented ideas, we also actualize a potential value, 

and put forward proposals that lead to new value creation.

Realizing by our team power.

According to customers' orders, 

we conduct flexible team cooperation with professionals in 

every field regardless of within and outside the company to 

promote safety and peace of mind.

We work without compromise to achieve our goals.

From owning products to using service. 

With the demands of consumers dramatically changed, 

business issues that companies face have also changed.

We need a provision of new value beyond the action of “just buying”.

After fully understanding customers' spirits as a commercial space producing company, 

we keep pursuing “what commercial spaces need to be required from now on” 

while we pay attention to social issues and trends, and also the points of 

which customers aren't aware.

Furthermore, while we think about every possible method to 

solve customers' issues, and combine power of 

professionals who work successfully in various fields, 

we will create the new value of spaces.
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Commercial
space

producing

With the flexible team cooperation 
and the ability to respond,
make spaces for a smiling tomorrow.

We want to create spaces that can offer happiness for 

tomorrow to everyone, including the owner and visitors of 

the commercial facility, and people around it.

For that purpose, we will produce everything we need 

without being caught up in the frame of space design 

and planning/construction.

- Project management/
Overall promotion 
(intangible/tangible factors)

- Tenant leasing

- Interior supervision

- Operation plan follow-ups/
Consulting

- Research/marketing

- Commercial development plan/
Basic concept/
Master planning

- Bustling space planning/
Tenant MIX/
MD concept drafting

- Business revenue plan/
Project design simulation

- Casting planning & drafting

- Construction plan

- Architectural environmental design/
Design with sensitivity

- Various sales floor design

- VMD plan
(Visual Merchandising)

- CI/VI planning, 
communication design

- Environment presenting plan 
(Graphics/lighting/sound/
video/event planning)- Detailed design

- Various estimation business

- Construction management
(Integrated management, 
construction system management, 
safety management)

- Fixture development

- Maintenance

- Designing/
design management, supervision

- Total store preparation
direction
(Event producing)
(Promotion planning)
(Product mix development follow-up)
(Service development follow-up)
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(3)

Client: ES-CON JAPAN Ltd.

The scope of work: Project management/Design/Construction/Sign system/Leasing/Casting

Photograph (1), (2), (3): Nobutada Omote

Aim for a place like a stereoscopic park, 

which is loved over the years.

tonarie Yamato-Takada

What is the commercial facility

that is required by this city?

While the population is aging and decreasing, the ideal state of 

commercial facilities all over Japan is being questioned again. 

What is required in the upcoming era is the place that can 

snuggle up to the daily life of the people rooting there.  In order to 

build such facility, this “tonarie Yamato-Takada” project started 

with ES-CON JAPAN whose motto is “Life Developer that creates 

l iv ing itself over bui ldings.” We assigned architect Yuko 

Nagayama*1 from the conceptual phase, and what we aimed for 

together was developing a new commercial  faci l i ty that 

symbolizes the next era. The value of the facility will not decrease 

according to the building age, but instead, it will still be loved over 

the years along with the gradual increase of importance to the 

people living in Yamato-Takada. In order to achieve such space, 

the concept of a stereoscopic park, which remove the boundary 

between indoors and outdoors, was born. 

The open place we created is not only for shopping purposes, but 

also for the people who would like to stop by and enjoy.

*1) She works on many projects which attract attention from within the country and abroad 

such as Japan Pavilion of the Expo 2020 Dubai and Louis Vuitton Kyoto Daimaru.

Grand design connects the facility 

and the life in the city.

Leaving from Yamato-Takada Station, we can see a spacious 

wooden deck like a park in front of us. In addition, by lighting from 

the floor that does not interrupt the night view, wall graphics*2, 

that produce a bustle, and establishing a space of events that can 

easily attract customers after the start of operations,  we achieved 

a grand design with which the city and the facility can be merged 

together in both of tangible factors and intangible factors.

*2) Under the supervision of a graphic designer, Mr. Yamano of TAKAIYAMA inc. who works 

on sign systems in the Amazon Fashion Studio and Herman Miller Store Tokyo.

(1)
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Client: Godiva Japan, Inc.

The scope of work: Creative direction/Art direction/Design/Construction/

Sign system/VMD plan/Proposal for services (operation)

ATELIER de GODIVA

What is required for

rebranding?

【  PROJEC T 2 】

A new brand is not created until a person, 

store and product are brought together.

As a synonym for luxury chocolate, Godiva is loved around the 

world. Even though Godiva is widely known in Japan, the client 

said that they are still trying to fully convey their thoughts and 

feelings into one bite of chocolate. What is born to change such 

situation is the world's first concept store, Atelier de Godiva, 

which conveys Godiva's story from Japan. Especially, we were 

conscious about what kind of a worldview should be conveyed 

through the store. After many discussions, we finally found out 

Space creation by thinking of 

visitors and workers.

In the store, we installed a booth where customers using their five 

senses to experience the confectionery production scenes by a 

chocolatier. Moreover, by arranging the stock, which requires strict 

cooling control, and the sales floor separately, and proposing a 

c h o c o l a t e  c e l l a r  a s  a n  

attractive stock, therefore 

visitors can enjoy watching 

while keeping a comfortable 

working environment for staff.

that the brand's image is not only created by the store, but also 

by the overall grand design, including staffs who work at the store 

and who provided services. Therefore, we proposed various 

packages, uniforms, and the design of flow lines for operation 

exceeding the scope of design. We aimed for the store in which 

customers can experience a new Godiva's brand story in all 

aspects of person, store, and product by changing the mind of 

each staff member who actually serves customers.
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Client: Shizutetsu Property Management Co., ltd.

The scope of work: Design/Construction

【 PROJEC T 3  】

Cenova Nursery School

What can we do for

women who worry about

work and family balance?

A nursery school will not exist without 

mothers.

In recent years, through trial and error, many companies are working on 

the improvement of the environment in which women can feel safe and 

work longer. Under these circumstances, a commercial complex, Shin 

Shizuoka Cenova, has started a new trial. There were voices of the working 

women in the complex who worried about work and family balance. Our 

client heard the voices and they wanted to change the current situation, 

which led to the start of the Cenova Nursery School. A place where 

parents can leave their children with peace of mind, also an environment 

where children can play without restraint, while paying full attention to 

safety, instead of just for the purpose of keeping children. For this reason, 

SPACE employees who also have children participated in this project from 

the conceptual phase.  While using their point of view and ideas from their 

child-raising experiences, they realized mother’s perspective is necessary 

when building a nursery school. Now that they can leave their children with 

full security, and do the jobs they wanted the most.

Hence, we created a place to encourage all working women.

A place where mothers would love to 

leave their children without worries.

Even in the facility without a playground, a large window has been 

installed in Hidamari Square so that children can experience outdoor air 

and natural light. In addition to that, a slide is installed so that they can 

fully move their bodies, and a wall for rock climbing is established. While 

using the viewpoints of mothers, we achieved the creation of a place 

where children can play around energetically.
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Commercial Complexes Specialty Stores

Service spaces/Public spaces and others

Company PR/Office spaces

Restaurants/Food specialty stores

Lect/IZUMI CO., LTD.

Hallo Day Tokuriki Honten/Hallo Day Co., Ltd. baguette rabbit Jiyugaoka shop/
ALL HEARTS Company Inc.

Nara City Tourist Information Center/Nara City

Northport mall/TOKYU LAND CORPORATION Porta east area of the underground mall in front of Kyoto Station/KYOTO STATION CENTER CO., LTD.

TOKYU HANDS LaLaport Tachikawa Tachihi Store/TOKYU HANDS INC.

Central Nippon Exis Company, SC Business Fair 2018/Central Nippon Exis Company Limited

Tokyu Plaza Ginza, the breakroom for employees/
TOKYU LAND CORPORATION, TOKYU LAND SC MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

Yamanote branch, Juroku Bank/The Juroku Bank, Ltd.

Shinjuku Washington Hotel Main/FUJITA KANKO INC.

GLAMP ELEMENT /Okuibuki  Tourism Co., Ltd.

niko and... Umeda Hep Five/Adastria Co., Ltd.

Yokohama Hoshinonaruki/Ginza Cruise Inc.
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Listed on the Prime Market of the Tokyo Stock Exchange 



Unit C,15/F, Boton Technology Innovation Tower,
368 Kwun Tong Road, Ngau Tau Kok, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel +852-2884-0644   





2022 SPACE transferred to the Prime Market of the Tokyo Stock Exchange
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